PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:

- Bethany Lutheran College, Mankato, MN (BLC)
- Bethel University, St. Paul, MN (BTH)
- Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, MN (GAC)
- University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN (UMN)

Preliminary Rounds:

3 wins/ 0 losses

- BTH WS - Scott Wheeler and Esther Soria
- UMN CD - Zikiria Chaudhary and Andy Delain

2 wins/ 1 loss

- UMN HP - Michelle Hogler and Daryl Pinto
- UMN HW - Allanna Hjortland and Ted Wesenberg
- UMN PW - Shanti Pothapragada and Kim Wydeen
- BLC DM - Jesse DeDeyne and Nina Maksymenko
- BLC BB - David Buchs and Lisa Buchs

1 win/ 2 losses

- BTH MD - David Maus and David Dickmeyer
- BTH SB - Tim Sullivan and Scott Buckner
- GAC BC - Stacey Birk and Mary Cunningham
- UMN SW - Jessica Schroeder and Dave Watson
- UMN GR - Susie Gad and Mike Ryan
0 wins/ 3 losses

  o  GAC SO - Britanni Seagren and Michah Olson

**Bronze Round**

- BTH WS and UMN CD advance to Gold Round
- BLC BB (opp) def UMN HP 2-1
- BLC DM (gov) def UMN PW 2-1

**Gold Round:**

- BLC DM (gov) def BTH WS 2-1
- BLC BB (gov) UMN CD 2-1

Bethany Lutheran College's Gold Award winners: David Buchs and Lisa Buchs

Bethany Lutheran College's Gold Award winners: Jesse DeDeyne and Nina Maksymenko
Top speakers: Maus, Gad, Chaudhary, Pothapragada, DeDeyne, Buchs

**Individual Speakers**

- 1 Shanti Pothapragada
- 2 Zikiria Chaudhary
- 3 tie - Susie Gad
- 3 tie - Lisa Buchs
- 5 tie - Jesse DeDeyne
- 5 tie - David Maus
- 7 tie - Dave Watson
- 7 tie - David Buchs
- 7 tie - Esther Soria
- 7 tie - David Dickmeyer
- 11 tie - Daryl Pinto
- 11 tie - Jessica Schroeder
Round 1: This house believes that the danger of terrorism is overstated.

Round 2: This house would bring back the military draft.

Round 3: (case) Sheriff Rodgers is the sheriff of Plum County and is up for re-election. He has been sheriff for 8 years and has done a good job. This election he is running against one of his deputies. While his deputy does a decent job, Sheriff Rodgers is concerned that he would not make a good sheriff. Recently the deputy failed his sergeant's exam for the second time, which means Sheriff Rodgers could not promote him. Now the deputy is looking for a promotion from the people. The deputy has lived in the county all his life and has a lot of family living in the county. He has started a campaign pointing out all the nit-picky things that have gone wrong in the county and Sheriff Rodgers feels he is losing support. His deputy's exams are technically part of his personnel record, but it has a direct bearing on the job he is running for. He is concerned that people will think less of him for keeping a person on staff who has failed the test twice. He also doesn't want to win because of an "attack" campaign.

In this case the Government team must support the statement: Sheriff Rodgers is morally justified to disclose his deputy's exam record.

Bronze Round: This house would deceive the press.

Gold Round: This house would offer Thanksgiving dinner to all Americans